
Workshop Expectations 
Each participant should hopefully come away with a number of quarter-sheet (size) paintings during 
our time together. DOING these paintings should help you understand: 

The importance of planning:  establish well-defined center of interest before you start to paint.

Understand and master the use of negative shapes, lost & found edge treatment, color charging, and 
blending.

Understanding the importance of VALUE CONTRASTS

Finding the joy & fun of being creative, as well as making your own decisions as you plan and execute 
each painting.


During the workshop we’ll do a quick tutorial on perspective.  
Too often a painting looks wonky because perspective is off-kilter in one part or all of 
the underlying layout.   

One Point perspective: single vanishing point  
Two-Point includes a left vanishing point AND a right vanishing point 
Understand where visible lines recede to a vanishing point

Eye Level (or otherwise known as the horizon line) 
Size & positioning people so they are accurate & in perspective 
How to gauge the height of structures so they are in scale 

WHAT MAKES A GOOD PAINTING? 
1.  Plan slow so you can paint fast.  
• Value studies establish where lights, mid-tones, and darks are supposed to go, but they also help familiarize you 

with the subject. They allow you to do your problem-solving BEFORE taking brush to wc paper.  They DON’T 
need to be detailed, but rather give you a chance to work out your composition in advance, figure out what’s 
important and what’s not, and allows you to paint-the-painting in your head.


• All this so you don’t have to think so much when it comes time to actually paint. Instead you can paint from your 
heart instead of your head!


2.  Have a well established center of interest 
• The painter knows what it should be & where to place it. There should be no question where the viewer is 

supposed to look. Give your audience a “landing spot.”

• The painter employs subliminal directional pointers to guide the viewer’s eye to where the artist wants us (the 

viewers) to look.


3.  Let the viewer feel the light! 
• Light and shadow create depth, volume…establishes three dimensional shapes.

• Set temperature dominance - decide if you want to communicate “cool” or “warmth.”

• Use negative shapes to suggest your light source as well as the importance of a particular shape.

• Use value contrast to establish degree of importance of a particular shape (or for lesser importance use less 

contrast)

• Establish atmospheric perspective and depth by understanding how to use warm darks vs cool lights.


4.  Always VARY shapes 
• Provide one large dominant shapes, a few medium shapes, and more smaller shapes.

• Think of your painting as a John Wayne movie - there is only one John Wayne, and then there is a supporting 

cast.  He’s the hero, but the rest provide an interesting back-story that includes some good guys and some 
villains — all of which make for an good tale!


• Look for and be aware of repetition - avoid repetition or. sameness. Make each shape different and unique. 


5.  Develop all areas within a painting. But remember…some areas need to be subtle or soft, while other 
areas need to be bold. Attention & thought should be given to the entire surface presentation.

Making a Splash with Watercolor - Workshop Notes



6.  A few more thoughts about what makes a good painting: 
• Does the painting convey a clear grasp of design?

• Remember that LESS is MORE!  Much MORE can be accomplished with fewer, bolder strokes!

• Does your painting exhibit a good command of the medium - show a mastery of techniques.

• Does it have a WOW factor?

• Are you fearless in audacious use of color?

• Was there innovative originality in your execution?

• Were you successful in creating a sense of heightened drama or added tension?

• Did you tell a story, a narrative, or. provide some element of mystery to intrigue the viewer?

NEGATIVE SHAPES 
Working with Values & a Limited Palette 

Perspective layout

Simplify, let detail go! 
Bold negative shape(s) inform viewer what’s important

Keep some edges soft, subtle, lost or broken….while 
other edges are crisply defined with strong value 
contrast

Little or no color so shapes are differentiated with 
value changes

Use shadows as connecting devices, also can be 
directional pointers to lead the eye to the center of 
interest.

Creating MOVING WATER as a 
NEGATIVE SHAPE  

Strong value contrast either side of the negative shape 
defines center of interest! 
Darks converge on either side of the white waterfall 
shapes to make waterfall the most important - the 
contrast is what draws the eye, tells us where to LOOK!

Greatest value contrast emphasizes focal point

Soft vertical reflections on still or slower moving water 
inform viewer it’s wet, reflective.  Picks up local color in 
water surfaces (including reflections).



 

TAKING LIBERTIES and HAVING FUN! 

Lost & Found edge work

Overlapping Shapes

Introducing Color Bounce

Blending colors on the paper

Alternating Warms and Cools

Negative Shapes (again!)

Creating Interesting Textures



URBANSCAPES 
Push / emphasize light & shadow

Push contrast between temperature: 
Warms & Cools

Use shadows to connect shapes

Soft Atmospheric Perspective

Charge shadow washes with bounced 
colors

Keep is soft, loose, fluid compared to 
rigidity seen in photo reference

Edit out the unnecessary 

Don’t get bogged down in details - just 
“suggest,” indicate without detail

Simplify and edit —  
Reduce down to basic shapes 
Let the viewer’s imagination fill in 
missing details - all you have to do is 
make a few suggestions. 

Be sure the basic scale and perspective of 
your sketch is accurate before you start to 
paint. If it’s off, it’ll become very apparent 
once paint is added.

Photos can be busy & lack 
drama.  It's up to the painter to 
convert information into a 
more dramatic composition. 
How? 

By simplifying 

By editing 

By using stronger value 
contrasts 

By creating warm shapes 
next to cool shapes 

By forcing the viewer to look 
at the center of interest by 
strategically softening 
edges or creating harder 
edges; creating contrasts so 
some shapes come forward 
while others recede.



Negative vs Positive 
shapes 

Start by creating a value study to 
decide if parts can be negative 
and portions can be positive. How 
will they transition?


Placement 
Decide if you need more or less 
space around this dominant 
shape.  Decide where to place it 
on your paper/composition.


Soften it 
Use wet-in-wet undertones to 
p r o v i d e s u b t l e f e a t h e r y 
suggestions across surfaces. 


Color Choices 
Then decide on your own 
choice of limited palette to 
apply to your subject.

Take a photo of an old barn…RE-IMAGINE IT!

The BARN should have one BIG DOMINANT SHAPE. 
A few MEDIUM shapes…and 
Many SMALLER shapes 

Give your composition a DOMINANT TEMPERATURE: 
Go either mostly COOL with some warm accents…or,

Go mostly WARM with SOME cool accents



The last 20-30 minutes of our last day we will have a CRITIQUE of each 
participant’s BEST piece from our time working together!

Boats as Negative Shapes floating in emerald waters of Cinque Terre Italy

Simplify and edit some of the 
busy background in the photo 

Focus on boat in foreground as 
our center of interest 

A “few” background boats offer 
context - much more than that is 
unnecessary

Keep water fluid.  

Start with lightest base color 
wash. 

While paper is damp, apply darker 
“soft” strokes with DRIER blushful 
of DARKER pigments to simulate 
waves moving with current. 

Reflections are vertical. 

Keep some small whites for 
sparkling reflection of light 
bouncing off the water’s surface.


